Lycée Agricole Privé
Costa de Beauregard

VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
(BAC PROFESSIONNEL) LANDSCAPING

Objectives
This diploma can be prepared in 3 years (2 years in certain conditions).
It aims to meet the needs of the profession to have youngsters trained in landscaping work
and plant knowledge.
It also allows to develop a general and scientific training.
The graduate can work in a landscape company or within the parks department of a local
community.
The graduate takes part in landscaping projects and /or landscaping maintenance. The
graduate deals with the company’s different partners, customers and suppliers.

Onward opportunities


Employment: access to the profession of landscape worker or landscape architect
Opportunity to take on responsibilities and start a business via the « Professional
competence » Module



Further education: based on the level of education: 2-year agricultural diploma of higher
education (BTS Agricole)

Lycée Agricole Privé
Costa de Beauregard

VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
(BAC PROFESSIONNEL) LANDSCAPING
Learning content

20 weeks of work experience
Spread out over the 3-year period

Technological education
Machinery/Agricultural machinery
Landscaping
Sciences and business techniques
Landscaping in the mountain environment
Plant protection products

« Professional competence » module
The vocational high school diploma (Bac pro)
provides access to this Module to take on
responsibilities and possibly start a business

General education

BEPA Qualification (in the first two years of this
course)

French-English-History-Geography
Socio-cultural éducation-Computer Science
Biology/Ecology-Physics-Chemistry
Maths-Economics/management
Physical and sports education

Certificates CACES (safe engine driving aptitude)
and SST (occupational health and safety) in the
last year of high school

To provide a technical and technological training of high quality, on site horticultural
professionals are involved with the teaching.
Qualification by continuous assessment and final tests.

Admission requirements





After the 4th year of high school, with a positive recommendation from the school
council or having graduated from CAPA (vocational agricultural training qualification)
with the same option with a very good academic record
To be motivated by manual work
To be interested in plants and be practical

Application
Application forms on request from January to end of June.
Possibility of individual appointments and a discovery session.
Lycée Agricole Privé Costa de Beauregard
340 rue Costa de Beauregard-73000 CHAMBERY
Tel. 0033 4 79 33 44 22-lycee@fondation-du-bocage.org
www.fondationdubocage.org

